How ZF uses video
communication to drive
corporate alignment

and company culture
Digital transformation is not only about incorporating digital
technology for ZF. It’s about enabling all employees to
participate and contribute to the transformation by advocating
transparency, trust and collaboration around the direction of
the company. In this way, digital transformation is as much
about a change of culture for an organization as it is about
implementing new technologies.
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High quality internal video communication for all employees
Video-on-demand instead of email
It is now more important than ever for employees to be able to communicate seamlessly with colleagues who
may be working from home or spread out across the world. In light of this, ZF took the decision to reinvent
existing email-only communication with all employees through incorporating video on demand (VOD).

Live video to drive better alignment
To drive better alignment across the entire company, ZF has started to use the power of live video streaming to
harness new technical possibilities and thus communicate at eye level even during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Live video streaming is a quicker and more immersive way of communicating within an organization, and as the
results below show, a better way to engage employees and make them a part of the transformation.

High quality video & workforce analytics
Using Hive Streaming in combination with Microsoft Teams, ZF has now managed to maximize the quality of both
live and on-demand video as well as understand how video quality is being perceived across the workforce.
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Modernized communication
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